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The present study examined the electric field structure in a magnetized plasma in a prototype ring
trap ~Proto-RT! device with an internal ring electrode. A radial electric field of up to 3 kV m21 was
produced in the broad region between the electrode and vessel wall when the ring electrode was
negatively biased. The resultantE3B toroidal rotational speed is comparable to the ion sound
speed. Positive biasing, however, created a gap between the plasma and the electrode, failing to
produce an internal electric field. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1724833#

The effects of electric fields and flow play an important
role in the fundamental properties of plasmas. The formation
of transport barrier at the edge region of the plasma and
improvement of the confinement properties are intensively
studied in tokamaks1 and mirror machines.2 Recently, the
study of plasmas with flow in the entire region is developing,
such as centrifugal confinement of rotating plasmas3 or new
relaxation states of plasmas4,5 ~represented by Double Bel-
trami fields6! that includes the effects of ion flow.

In experimental search for the relaxation states of the
flowing plasmas, toroidal trap devices equipping a normal-
conducting or superconducting internal coil7 or a linear mir-
ror device8 have been constructed and fundamental research
is currently being carried out. When a radial electric field is
generated within the poloidal magnetic field configuration of
the internal conductor device, the expected plasma flow is
induced in the toroidal direction. In contrast to unmagnetized
plasmas, in which electric potentials are Debye shielded,
magnetized plasmas can accept various potential structures
according to the distribution functions of charged particles.
The study of the characteristics of the flowing plasmas re-
quires the generation of a broad electric field inside the plas-
mas, and thus the potential control method is one of the
essential issues for such studies. In the present study, we
experimentally tested the effects of electrode biasing and
demonstrated the formation of the radial electric field of a
plasma in a toroidal internal conductor device.

Experiments were carried out on a prototype ring trap
~Proto-RT!,7,9 whose cross-sectional view is shown in Fig. 1.
The Proto-RT has an internal conducting ring that generates
a dipole magnetic field. By combining vertical and toroidal
magnetic fields, a variety of magnetic field configurations
can be produced. The typical magnetic field strength is of the
order of 1022 T. A plasma is generated by a rf electric field
with a frequency of 13.56 MHz and an input power of 200
W. The rf power is supplied to the plasma using capacitively
coupled plates located inside the chamber. Hydrogen pres-

sure was 531024 Torr. Inside the chamber, a torus-shaped
electrode is installed on the ring conductor.

The potential profiles of the plasma were measured by
emissive Langmuir probes, terminating the circuits with high
impedance~100 MV! voltage probes. The probe characteris-
tics (I –V curves! showed that the obtained potentials almost
agree~though typically underestimating some volts! with the
space potential of the plasma. Because the electron tempera-
ture was low (Te;5 eV) and the variation ofTe was small
throughout the experiments, the gradient of the measured
‘‘floating’’ potential gives a good approximation of the elec-
tric field in the plasma. Plane Langmuir probes~with a tip of
333 mm molybdenum plate! were also used to measure
electron density and temperature.

In the 13.56 MHz rf experiments, the typical electron
number density measured by the Langmuir probe wasne

5131015 m23 and the typical electron temperature wasTe

55 eV. With an applied magnetic field strength ofB
;0.01 T, neutral gas density ofnn5231019 m23, and esti-
mated hydrogen ion temperature ofTi50.5 eV, the plasma
parameters are estimated to be the following: Debye length,
lD50.5 mm; Larmor radii for electrons and ions,r Le

50.7 mm andr Li510 mm, respectively; ion sound speed,
cs523104 ms21; Alfvén velocity,vA573106 ms21; elec-
tron cyclotron angular frequency,vce523109 s21; ion cy-
clotron angular frequency,vci513106 s21; electron-
neutral collision frequency,nen533106 s21; ion-neutral
collision frequency,n in563104 s21; electron-ion collision
frequency,nei553102 s21; and neutral collisions exceed-
ing ion-electron collisions (nei!nkn).

In the above parameter region, electromagnetic forces
and neutral collisional effects are dominant in determining
the motion of charged particles.10 Because the experiments
were carried out in a pure poloidal magnetic field configura-
tion, a radial electric field yields toroidal rotation of the
plasma. Neglecting the inertia term, the equation of motion
for ions and electrons in a steady state is approximated as

qnk~E1vk3B!2mknknnkvk50. ~1!a!Electronic mail: saito@plasma.q.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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The pressure term can be neglected because of low density
and temperature. Herek5 i ,e indicates ion and electron, and
nnk is the collision frequency between neutral particles and
charged particles. By solving~1! for the velocity perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic fieldv' , we obtain an approximate solu-
tion

vk'5
qnnk

mkvck
2 E1

E3B

B2 . ~2!

Here,vck
2 /nnk

2 553105 ~for electron!, and 33102 ~for ion!
@1 were used. In the geometry of the Proto-RT, the first
term corresponds to the radial motion of charged particles
across the magnetic surfaces and the second term is the tor-
oidal drift speed. The relation betweenEr and radial current
density j r is then given by

j r5uqu~niv i1neve!5q2neS n in

mivci
2 1

nen

mevce
2 DEr . ~3!

Under the present experimental conditions, the ion term is
dominant, and thus the radial current is transported primarily
by ions:

j r.
q2nen in

mivci
2 Er5131023Er . ~4!

Figure 2 shows the single ion orbit under the influence of
dc electric and magnetic fields in the geometry of Proto-RT
including the finite inertia term. The ions undergo anE3B
drift motion in the toroidal direction, and also the orbit takes
a banana-like trajectory due to magnetic mirror reflection. In
the experimentally obtained electric field ofE;103 V m21

and with a typical magnetic field strength ofB;0.01 T, the
toroidal rotational speed of charged particles by theE3B
drift motion is ;13105 ms21. The mean free path of the
ion between the collisions with neutral atoms is;1 m,
which is comparable to the machine scale length, and thus
the individual motion induces an effective toroidal flow in
the plasma.

For the formation of the radial electric field, a dc bias
voltageVIC was applied on the IC electrode against the ves-

FIG. 1. Poloidal cross section of the Proto-RT chamber and magnetic sur-
faces of the poloidal field configuration. A pair of vertical field coils are
located outside of the chamber~not seen!. rf terminals are connected to a
13.56 MHz power source via dc cut capacitors and a matching circuit.

FIG. 2. Hydrogen ion orbits in the radial electric field and poloidal magnetic
field of the Proto-RT. The initial position of the ion is~a! r 50.4 m, z
50.1 m and~a! r 50.4 m, z50.2 m, respectively. Charged particles un-
dergo toroidalE3B motion and reflection motion due to magnetic mirror
effects.

FIG. 3. Applied voltage on the IC electrode vs current between the electrode
and chamber wall.

FIG. 4. Radial profiles of electron number density atz50, ~a! when VIC

50, the electrode is grounded,~b! positively biasedVIC51300 V, and~c!
negatively biasedVIC52300 V.
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sel wall. Figure 3 shows a currentI IC between the IC elec-
trode and the chamber as a function ofVIC . The applied
magnetic field suppressed the radial current carried by the
collisional transport of ions, and a bias voltage up to
6600 V was successfully applied. As shown in Fig. 4, the
density distribution of the plasma was modified by the ap-
plied bias voltage on the electrode. The displacement of the
density profile (;2 cm) is much larger than the Debye
length (lD;0.5 mm). When the IC electrode, which is lo-
cated in the confinement region of plasmas, is positively bi-
ased, a region of very low density~less than 1% of when
VIC50) is formed around the IC electrode.

The radial potential profiles of plasmas in the variation
of VIC , and the two-dimensional potential profiles when
VIC56600 V are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Potential contours
coincide almost exactly with the flux surfaces of poloidal
magnetic fields excepting the neighborhood of the rf anten-
nas, and the electric fields are mainly generated in the radial
direction. In the potential distribution of the conditionVIC

.0, a voltage drop was observed in a very limited region
near the electrode, which corresponds to the low density re-
gion in Fig. 4. In contrast, whenVIC,0, a smooth potential
gradient was generated in the wide range of the confinement

region of the plasma between the IC electrode and the vessel
wall because the low density region was not formed in these
cases.

The profiles of radial electric field strength and the cor-
respondingE3B drift speed obtained from the potential pro-
files in Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 7. Because the rf coupling
and density distribution of the plasmas were modified ac-
cording to the magnetic field strength or background neutral
density, it was not a straightforward operation to obtain the
parameter dependence of the radial electric fieldEr and the
radial currentI IC between the IC electrode and the vessel
wall. However, with the surface area of the IC electrode
SIC50.59 m2 and by assuming the radial symmetry of plas-
mas around the IC electrode, the observedEr;3 kV m21

near the IC electrode andI IC;1 A generally agree with the
relation betweenEr and I IC in ~4!, suggesting that the ob-
served radial electric field and electrode current are under-

FIG. 5. Radial potential profiles~floating potentials of emissive Langmuir
probes! of plasmas atz50, with an IC electrode bias voltage ofVIC from
2600 to1600 V.

FIG. 6. ~Color! Potential distribution of plasmas in the poloidal cross section of the Proto-RT,~a! when the IC electrode was positively biased
(VIC51600 V), and~b! negatively biased (VIC52600 V). Thin lines show the poloidal magnetic surfaces.

FIG. 7. The profiles of~a! radial electric field strength and~b! poloidal
magnetic field strengthB andE3B drift speed atz50, when the electrode
bias voltage was modified fromVIC52600 V to 2100 V, calculated from
the potential distribution in Fig. 5.
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stood as the transport due to the neutral collisions of ions.
Although electric field or flow was successfully gener-

ated in the plasma in the Proto-RT, the obtained plasma pa-
rameters are still in the electrostatic regime. The Double Bel-
trami equilibrium provides a condition for the ion flow
velocity v and the b value of the plasma to satisfyb
1(v/vA)2/25constant, wherevA is Alfvén velocity. It fol-
lows from this equation that an ultrahighb ~possibly b

.1) state will be realized due to the effects of plasma flow,
whenv is comparable tovA . In the present experiments, the
Alfvén velocity is as fast asvA573106 ms21 and the dy-
namic pressure of plasma flow does not affect theb value,
primarily due to the obtained relatively low electron density.
An increase in the plasma density, possibly by means of
another plasma generation method, would make it possible to
test the effects of the plasma flow on the equilibria in future
experiments.
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